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Consider how to deal with those aspects of your life that prevent you from
studying.
How can you manage those aspects that are within your control to prevent them
from stopping you from studying?
How can you work around those aspects you cannot control? Do not use the
aspects you cannot control as excuses not to study by turning them into barriers –
see the problems as ‘challenges’ to be overcome not barriers that stop you from
studying. This might include seeking support.

Taking and making notes
Note-taking is NOT about copying the words somebody else has written on to a page you
are writing. It is about reducing the material, so it can be understood and recalled more
easily. Some students find it very difficult to reduce material to a series of key points e.g.
bullet points. Creating bullet points is an intellectual skill as the KEY POINT has to be
identified, which is not always very easy. If the key point cannot be identified then it is
unlikely the paragraph will be recalled, as it hasn’t been clearly understood.

Avoid highlighting too much – the idea is not to create a page of notes in luminous yellow so
it can be read in the dark! Avoid underlining/highlighting words that simply connect ideas
e.g. and, of, which, as, that, if, of, off, then, what. None of these words is crucial to
understanding a key point.
Try drawing a line through all the words in the following sentence that add no value to the
key point.
Goldilocks entered the house cautiously, calling out, “Is anybody there?” and then she
stepped inside the hallway looking around the house with wide open eyes.

The big picture is:

The bullet points in order are:

What is the purpose of making notes?
Note-taking is an important part of studying. It enables you to engage with a text or lesson,
formulate your ideas and record your thought process. In particular, note-taking enables you to
review a lesson and revise for exams. Unless you possess exceptional recall you would soon forget
the content of a book or lesson: it is your notes which enable you to access the information and
your response to it at a later stage.
There is no right or wrong way to make notes - only the way that works for you. There are two
processes involved.
1. Taking notes – you will need to be able to take notes from speech in the form of:
• a lesson
• a film or DVD
• a radio programme or audio recording
2. Making notes – you will need to make notes either before a lesson as preparation, during a
lesson e.g. from a PowerPoint presentation, or after a lesson as a follow-up. You will be
expected to make notes from:
• a handout
• a textbook
• other research or source material, e.g. internet
• your own lesson notes
HOW TO TAKE NOTES FROM SPEECH
In the sixth form you will be expected to record information in a lesson as the teacher speaks. For
many students this is a difficult process as they have not been trained to do so and find that the
teacher speaks too quickly for them to write everything down. Some teachers, aware of the
problem, give out interactive handouts containing the framework of the lesson so that you can
focus your listening and fill in missing words or examples. Others give out the full text of the
lesson; in this case it is a good idea to highlight the important points and annotate the text so that
you can make your own notes later.
When making notes:
• Write on one side of A4 paper only, giving room to expand your notes.
• Double-space lines and leave a wide margin.
• Always write the date and title at the top of the first page – this sounds obvious but it
makes filing much easier later.
• Make sure you jot down key words and phrases.
• Leave out little words like ‘the’, ‘a’ and ‘an’ which don’t affect the sense.
• Use shorthand. You don’t need to go on a course to be able to do this! Try to devise your
own system of symbols and abbreviations to make writing faster but be consistent so that
you can read them back.
• Always go over the notes you make in a lesson and write them up as soon as possible.

A list of common abbreviations and symbols

e.g.
i.e.
etc.
&
Ut
cf.
no.
ch.
C
c.
+
^
~
@
N.B.
<
>
=
=

exc.
fig.
w/
B4
v.
opp.

For example
(Latin: id est) that is
(Latin: et cetera) and the rest
and
(Latin) in order that
compare
number
chapter
century
(Latin: circa) around, about
plus
minus
Insert, omitted
approximately
at
(Latin: nota bene) note well, take note
Less than
More than
equals
Does not equal
therefore
because
except
figure
with
before
very
opposite

Try to make your own shorthand for words that occur frequently in the subjects you are studying. For
example:
Util.
NL
Absol.
Rel
ChrE
Cat. Imp.

Utilitarianism
Natural Law
Absolute
Relative
Christian Ethics
Categorical Imperative

HOW TO MAKE NOTES FROM WRITTEN SOURCES
You will also have to make notes, often in your own time, from a variety of written sources such as:
1. A handout – read through the text and highlight or underline the key words and main ideas. Then
write a summary in your own words, adding your own comments or responses. (This is especially
important in Philosophy and Ethics.)
2. A textbook – read through the text, then note down in your folder key words and ideas. It can
sometimes be useful to try and summarise each paragraph in one sentence. This helps you focus
on what the really important points are.
3. Your own lesson notes – to remember the information effectively, it is best to return to your
lesson notes the same day. Research has shown that after only 10 minutes your ability to recall
knowledge begins to decline sharply and by the end of 24 hours you will only have retained 20% of
the information unless you have reviewed it.
It cannot be stressed too strongly how important it is to get into the habit of writing up / reading
through your lesson notes on a daily basis so that you can make a record of your study from which
you can revise later. Although final exams may seem a long way away, your courses will pass very
quickly.
4. A TV programme, film or DVD – if you are taking notes from a film at home then it is a good idea to
watch it all the way through first before writing anything down. This will enable you to think about
what you are looking for and to formulate questions to focus your viewing. Draw out a grid on
which you can fill in the main points or key words as your watch the film / DVD for a second time,
using the pause button as necessary. Do not attempt to write long sentences.
An example of a film / DVD grid
MAIN POINT
SUPPORTING DETAILS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
If you have to watch a film / DVD in a lesson, the teacher will give you specific instructions about
what to look for or note down as you are watching.
Some suggestions for writing up notes
You must experiment with different techniques and formats until you find a style of note-making
which works for you. Always keep in mind why you are making notes. Some notes, such as those
made as preparation for a discussion or a lesson, need less care than those which are to be used
for revision. It is worth spending time on revision notes to avoid panic later!

1. Write legibly - if you have difficulty revising from your own handwriting, use a word-processor.
This method has the advantage of allowing you to insert more information. You can also make
your own exercises for revision before your exams.
2. Make your notes visually appealing – leave plenty of spaces and use loads of colour! For
example, quotations can be written in a different coloured ink.
3. Use pictures, symbols and diagrams to illustrate your notes. These will make them seem more
personal and will help recall.
4. Use headings, sub-headings and bullet points. This will make it easier to find information and
to learn from your notes.
5. Use abbreviations – don’t write in full sentences.
6. Use block capitals or underlining for key words.
7. Don’t copy out chunks from books. Always put notes into your own words.
8. Check spellings – especially of subject-specific vocabulary. You will be penalized for incorrect
spelling of these words in the exams.
9. Make revision cards as you go along. It is a good idea to record key facts on index cards while
they are still fresh in your mind. They can be used for revision. If you do this throughout your
course it relieves the sense of being overwhelmed as the exams approach because you feel as
if you have already made some revision progress.
KEEPING NOTES ORGANISED
Ensure right from the beginning of the course that you have separate files for each subject and
that you label file dividers for each new topic as it is introduced. This seems obvious, but it is very
easy to put off filing notes until later, only to find out that when they are needed for revision they
have gone missing. To avoid sheets of paper becoming lost, keep a packet of hole reinforcers in
your pencil case for use as soon as a hole rips.
If you are given handouts that are not already hole-punched, you need to keep handy either a
hole-punch, or some plastic wallets, as handouts get lost or crumpled very easily if they are not
filed immediately.

How to present an argument
Study guide taken from https://www.ucas.com/undergraduate/student-life/study-skillsguides
Everyone knows what an argument is. But when you’re writing essays and giving
presentations, the word ‘argument’ has a particular meaning and you’re being asked to do
something quite specific. It’s worth taking the time to develop the skills of presenting an
argument, as it’s something you’ll use throughout your A Levels and beyond.
An argument: what you need to know if you are an undergraduate An argument aims to
persuade people to accept your conclusion because you have given them convincing
reasons to agree with you, whether they are reading what you have written or listening to
you speak.
You want to aim for these three p’s:
• put forward the reasons for your argument, backed up with examples and evidence
• provide reasons for your audience to reject the views of people who take a different
view to yours
• persuade your audience to accept your conclusion.
What makes a well-presented argument?
When you present an argument, you are taking your audience on a journey. Your readers
and listeners will be looking out for: a clear structure a fact-based rebuttal of the arguments
of other people, showing why their arguments are wrong – and yours are right reasons for
agreeing with your conclusion, based on examples and evidence

How to recognise a good argument.
Exercise 1: Start by making some notes about what you think the key components of a good
argument are. Polish your skills at presenting an argument by analysing and evaluating
arguments presented by other people. Understanding what persuades you to agree with
someone else’s argument is a great way to get better at presenting your own arguments.
Here’s a simple way to do it:
• visit the letters page of a national newspaper. The Guardian (www.theguardian.com/
theguardian/mainsection/editorialsandreply) and The Telegraph
(www.telegraph.co.uk/ comment/letters/) are both good sources of letters from
readers
• read a number of letters and select examples which present an argument
• starting at the end of the letter, identify the components that make up the argument
• ask yourself whether or not the writer has persuaded you of their argument and
why.

Exercise 2: Now that you have worked on some letters, go back to the notes you wrote for
exercise 1. Do you agree with your original view about what an argument is? Is there
anything you think you should change now that you have developed your understanding? If
so, why?
https://www.ucas.com/file/62641/download?token=sZT0YGZN

https://www.ucas.com/file/62641/download?token=sZT0YGZN

Time Management
Study guide taken from https://www.ucas.com/undergraduate/student-life/study-skillsguides
Learning how to manage your time pays dividends when studying for a degree or A Level.
You’ll feel more in control of your studies, you’ll escape that unpleasant feeling of always
trying to catch up, and you’ll enjoy your course to the full. Taking responsibility for how and
when you study is one of the main differences between school and uni. Your lecturers and
tutors will let you know what’s expected but it’s down to you to plan your study time, find
the resources you need and meet deadlines.
When you reach the end of this guide, you will: understand your study habits have a grasp
of what good time management is have learnt a range of techniques for setting goals and
planning your study time know how to stay on top of your studies, keep motivated, and get
support.
Time management is the act of planning the amount of time you spend on activities, so you
can achieve what is important for you.

https://www.ucas.com/file/62646/download?token=6B3kQ_5Q
If you ticked mostly As, you are likely to be someone who responds well to clear boundaries,
structure and timetables. If you ticked mostly Bs, you are probably more creative and
spontaneous, and able to work with uncertainty or even chaos. You may have a fairly equal
balance of As and Bs, suggesting you are adaptable and able to change your approach
depending on the circumstances. Both have their strengths and weaknesses, but the most
important thing is to understand what works for you.
Three things that make a good time manager:
• Being fully aware of the choices you make about how to use your time.
• Acknowledging the consequences of not acting on the choices you have made.
• Learning from experience and adapting how you manage your time.

How wide is the gap between how you think you spend your time and how you actually
spend it?
1. Make a note of how you spend your time for one week.
2. Have a look at what it tells you. Are you surprised by what you see?
3. Decide on three things you can change so you manage your time better the following
week
Top tip – monitor your screen time and put in place limits.
Motivating Yourself.
Self-motivation is the drive that forces you to do things. Self-motivation is what will get
you studying once you start your A Level study and will keep you going even when things
get tough. Daniel Goleman, author of a number of best-selling books on emotional
intelligence, identifies four elements that make up motivation:
• Personal drive to achieve – the desire to improve or to meet certain standards.
• Commitment to personal or organisational goals.
• Initiative, which he defines as ‘readiness to act on opportunities’.
• Optimism – the ability to keep going and pursue goals in the face of setbacks

https://www.ucas.com/file/62646/download?token=6B3kQ_5Q

Goals give you something to aim at, a regular sense of achievement, and motivation to start
a study session. Here’s how to set realistic study goals for yourself.

Three things to help you achieve your study goals:
• Take a load off your mind by drawing up a timetable. You will feel more in control
when you can see what you’ve already done and what’s coming up.
• Break your study goals down into smaller steps using an action plan. You will find
smaller steps are easier to achieve than one big overall goal.
• Reduce interruptions. Visitors knocking on the door, your smartphone in front of
you, the TV on in the background – all of them will stop you studying.

Proofing and editing your work
Study guide taken from https://www.ucas.com/undergraduate/student-life/study-skillsguides
It’s easy to read something you’ve written and not see the errors and typos because you
know what it should say. Proof reading is a vital skill for rewriting any clumsy or unclear
sentences and for eliminating any spelling, grammar or punctuation errors.
Why do proofreading and editing matter? In your rush to meet the deadline for handing in
or presenting your work, it’s easy to overlook the proofreading and editing stage. Careless
errors will lessen your reader’s interest and trust in what you have written and will lower
your grades in an exam and coursework.
Thoroughly proofreading and editing your work has three main benefits:
Demonstrating you are a competent and conscientious student.
Helping you consolidate your knowledge and understanding of a subject.
Showing you are thinking about your writing from the reader’s point of view

https://www.ucas.com/file/62651/download?token=-B95nI9t

CHECKPOINT:
Paragraphs A paragraph should contain one clear controlling idea and sentences which
support that idea. Paragraphs can be very short (a single sentence), or very long, extending
to more than a page.
Here are four questions to ask yourself for each paragraph you have written:
• What’s the main controlling idea?
• Is the idea stated clearly?
• Is the idea properly supported by facts and evidence?
• Does this paragraph link neatly with the previous paragraph and anticipate the next?
Style is a large and much-debated subject. What is good style? What is bad style? A simple
rule of thumb is that good style doesn’t intrude on meaning. If the style of a piece of writing
gets in the way of its meaning, it’s probably written in a bad style. This activity will help you
think about your own writing style when you are proofreading and editing your work.
Activity
First, find two pieces of writing by other people – one that you have been impressed by and
one you have found an uninspiring or difficult read. Read each of them and make notes
about what you think works and what doesn’t work in terms of style.
Then read a piece of your own work. Consider each of the following points in turn and make
notes on how you could improve the style. Are you saying one thing at a time? ‘One
thought, one sentence’ is a useful rule. Have you avoided long, rambling sentences? Edit any
you find to make them shorter, paying particular attention to your use of punctuation. Is
there any unnecessary jargon? If there is, replace it with your own words. Does the writing
sound pompous? If it does, use a dictionary or thesaurus to simplify the language you use.
Have you paid attention to when you use the active and passive voice
Then read a piece of your own work. Consider each of the following points in turn and make
notes on how you could improve the style.
• Are you saying one thing at a time? ‘One thought, one sentence’ is a useful rule.
• Have you avoided long, rambling sentences? Edit any you find to make them shorter,
paying particular attention to your use of punctuation.
• Is there any unnecessary jargon? If there is, replace it with your own words.
• Does the writing sound pompous? If it does, use a dictionary or thesaurus to simplify
the language you use.
• Have you paid attention to when you use the active and passive voice?
The conclusion
Your conclusion is the final paragraph of your essay and should be about 10% of the length
of the whole essay. Here’s how to check it’s doing what it needs to do.

Read the essay through from the beginning and make a note of the main points you have
made. Then look at whether all the points are referred to in your conclusion. If they’re not,
rewrite the conclusion, adding in the missing points. Does the conclusion include any new
points not discussed in earlier paragraphs? If it does, take them out. Look again at the title
of your essay. Does your conclusion directly answer the question you have been asked to
write about? If it doesn’t, rewrite your conclusion, linking it to the title. Does the conclusion
make clear your point of view on the subject you have written about? If it doesn’t, add in
one or two sentences that will help the reader sum up what you think.

https://www.ucas.com/file/62651/download?token=-B95nI9t

However careful you are when drafting a piece of work, mistakes nearly always creep in.
The purpose of proofreading is to get rid of any spelling, grammar, or punctuation errors in
your final copy.
Here is a three-part process to help make your proofreading thorough and effective:
1 First, where possible use the spellchecker on your laptop, tablet or PC. Remember, it will
only do part of the job. For example, ‘to’ and ‘too’ are both words the spellchecker will
recognise. Only the human eye can be certain to weed out the mistake in ‘It’s easy too set
up your own website.’
2 Next, print out a copy of your work. Reading it through on paper helps you spot errors you
might miss on screen and means you can mark them up as you come across them.
3 As a final check, proofread the whole piece of writing backwards, i.e. read the last
sentence first. Starting at the end ensures your attention is focussed on individual words,
rather than on the overall meaning of each paragraph.

Academic Essay Writing
Study guide taken from https://www.ucas.com/undergraduate/student-life/study-skillsguides

https://www.ucas.com/file/62656/download?token=jMwTJ11i

https://www.ucas.com/file/62656/download?token=jMwTJ11i

https://www.ucas.com/file/62656/download?token=jMwTJ11i

Stage two: Planning – working out what to include, what to leave out, and how to order
your material. When you write an essay, you’re pulling together lots of pieces of
information into a coherent argument. At the planning stage, you must decide which points
to develop and which to discard. There are three main benefits to planning your essay
carefully: 1 You won’t waste your time on points or ideas that aren’t essential. 2 You will
start writing your essay with a clear sense of what needs to be done. 3 You will be sure you
have dealt with all the important aspects of the question. At the planning stage of an essay,
you need to be critical of all the information you have collected earlier. You’ll summarise,
expand, rearrange, and make corrections. Once you become practised at standing back from
the notes you have made and thinking about them critically, you’ll find it gets easier to
select the most promising material. The end product is a plan – a guide to how to write your
essay.
Activity 5 – Writing an essay plan
Go back to the brainstorming notes you made for activity 2. Use them to write a rough essay
plan – one side of A4 is about right. You should aim to make about four points in the main
body of the essay. Discard material that doesn’t support your arguments. Draw on the main
points for the introduction and conclusion. Some students find it easier to plan the
introduction and conclusion after they have thought through the main points. Some prefer
to think through the conclusion before the introduction.

Stage three: drafting – pulling all of your research together to form an essay. Now you’re
ready to put the essay together. At the drafting stage, you revise, reconsider, and rewrite
what you have already produced, and write fresh sections as necessary.
If your planning work has been thorough, you may not have very much to do. You will
already have structured the essay and nailed down the sequence of points you want to
make. Some parts of the essay may be relatively well structured by this point, and others
less so. Expect to have to draft and redraft parts of your essay, or even all of it. It’s a good
idea to leave yourself a day or so between finishing the essay and the deadline for
submitting it. Most students find it far easier to spot sequence and structure problems after
they’ve taken a break.
Introductions and conclusions - Your introduction and conclusion are as important as the
arguments you develop in the main part of the essay. Each of them should account for
between five and ten per cent of the total word count. your introduction should clearly
state the way in which you are going to discuss the subject. It should make the reader want
to read on, with a clear understanding of what the essay will cover. The introduction is your
chance to show how you are going to address the question. your conclusion pulls the essay
together, without falling into the trap of repeating what you have already said. A good
conclusion will add something new to the arguments you have made, e.g. a different
perspective, or a good point you have saved until last.

Career Planning
Imagine yourself in 10 years’ time. Where would you like to be in your career?
Research task:
What do you need to do between now and then to achieve this?
Set yourself some goals.
•

In the next 12 months:

•

By the time you are 18?

•

By the time you are 21?

•
•
•

What are the barriers likely to be?
What would you do to overcome them?
What will help you achieve this (e.g. skills, qualities, training, qualifications, etc)?

If you are not sure what you want to do here are some useful links:
https://www.ucas.com/ucas/after-gcses/find-career-ideas/explore-jobs
https://www.nec.ac.uk/career-tracks/
Below are some skills that employers look for. How could you evidence each characteristic?
1. Reliability/honesty
2. Punctuality
3. Willingness to learn
4. Works well with others
5. Enthusiasm
6. Smart appearance

Resilience
Resilience Questionnaire
(https://www.focusdaytraining.co.uk/assets/Uploads/BinderV2.pdf)
This is an abbreviated version of the NicholsonMcBride ResilienceQuestionnaire(NMRQ). For
each question, score yourself between 1 and 5, where 1= strongly disagree and 5= strongly
agree.
Be honest: understanding the specific areas in which you lack resilience will enable you to
get the most out of our 10 point booster plan.
Score
1. In a difficult spot, I turn at once to what can be done to put things right.
2. I influence where I can, rather than worrying about what I can’t influence.
3. I don’t take criticism personally.
4. I generally manage to keep things in perspective.
5. I am calm in a crisis.
6. I’m good at finding solutions to problems.
7. I wouldn’t describe myself as an anxious person.
8. I don’t tend to avoid conflict.
9. I try to control events rather than being a victim of circumstances.
10. I trust my intuition.
11. I manage my stress levels well.
12. I feel confident and secure in my position.

Score________ TOTAL
Your score
0-43 A developing level of resilience. This is very normal. You may benefit from trying some
of the strategies below.
44-48 A strong level of resilience. Your above average score indicates that you are pretty
good at rolling with the punches and you have an impressive track record of turning
setbacks into opportunities.
49-60 An exceptional level of resilience. Your score indicates that you are very resilient most
of the time and rarely fail to bounce back – whatever life throws at you. You believe in
making your own luck.

How to boost your resilience
https://www.focusdaytraining.co.uk/assets/Uploads/BinderV2.pdf
1. Visualise success. Resilient people create their own vision of success. This helps them
achieve their goals by providing a clear sense of where they’re headed. Your vision
needs to be rounded and vibrant and based on what is currently possible; resilient
people don’t waste time on impossible dreams or hankering after things they’ll
never have. They recognise the fine line between stretching goals and unrealistic
goals.
2. Boost your self-esteem. Some people are naturally blessed with high self-esteem.
Others – perhaps most of us – need to work on self-esteem, which involves
understanding where it comes from and what makes you feel good about yourself.
The checklist below may help:
• Identify what you’re good at. What can you feel positive about?
• Remind yourself of these things regularly
• Recognise what other people appreciate about you.
• Allow others to praise you, and resist the temptation to brush compliments
aside.
• When something goes wrong try to avoid beating yourself up unnecessarily;
others will undoubtedly do it first!
• Don’t compare yourself with other people.
• When things go well for others, feel genuinely pleased for them.
• Enjoy it when something goes better than you thought it would.
• Praise yourself.
3. Take control. Resilient people believe they can make a difference and be successful.
Your past must have an impact, but it does not define you. Life is complex, and you
now have to focus on the now.
4. Become more optimistic. Optimism is one of the most important characteristics of
resilient people; it is vitally important to look on the bright side, have confidence in
your own abilities, and salvage what you can from problematic situations. Even those
who lean towards the glass-half-empty mindset can learn.
5. Manage stress. Psychologists see stress as an energising force – up to a point,
beyond which it becomes debilitating. Highly resilient people have a higher tipping
point and, when things threaten to get them down, they know how to deal with it.
Sources of stress are unique to you: to boost your resilience, you need to identify
what your stressors are and how to counteract them. There are also personality
traits that make some individuals more stress-prone. If you tend towards any of
these, discipline yourself to reduce or eliminate them: reframing. Recognise when
your thinking is negative and immediately turn it around so that it becomes positive

6. Improve decision-making. Resilience requires you to make rather than avoid
decisions. Resilient people trust their own judgement, but aren’t afraid to challenge
their minds. They know that decisions are rarely irreversible and that procrastination
is the enemy of resilience. Understanding your preferred decision-making approach
is a critical step towards building resilience.
7. Ask for help. You don’t have to do this alone; resilient people know when to reach
out to others – and who is best to turn to. Do you have this strength of network? If
not, map it out. Draw a circle on a sheet of paper – this is you. Draw your network,
with others depicted as circles too: the more important they are to you, the larger
the circle; the stronger the relationship, the closer they are to you. Draw lines linking
you to others and others to one another, dotted lines for indirect relationships.
Consider what you want from them and what you can offer and add this to the map.
What actions do you need to take to get and give support?
8. Deal with conflict. Conflict occurs when our views differ from those of another
person – so we have to deal with conflict every day.The ability to handle it
constructively is an important part of resilience – ensuring that the style of
resolution is appropriate, given the nature of the conflict and the other party
9. Learn to think regularly about what lessons can be drawn from your experience. This
strengthens your ‘learning muscle’and helps you build resilience. Figure out how you
learn best and take the most from the experiences life throws at you.
10. Be yourself. You may be determined to enhance your resilience but you won’t
succeed if your plan for doing this offends your core identity and values. The most
resilient leaders are as self-aware as they are self-confident!
https://www.focusdaytraining.co.uk/assets/Uploads/BinderV2.pdf

Once your time a sixth form has begun you can you the checklist below to
monitor your study:
Term Reflection Checklist
Organised a folder with divides
Found out/been told the exam board for
your subject
Developed a clear understanding of the
content of your course i.e. do you know the
modules/texts you will be studying across the
two years to help plan ahead?
Put a list of the assessment objectives/course
requirements in your folder
Spent an additional 5 hours a week of
independent study on each subject
Consistently taken notes in lessons
Experimented with different ways of
recording information/ note takin
Reviewed your notes after each lesson
Conducted additional research for your
subject before lessons to aid your
understanding
If you have struggled with a new concept
have you asked your teacher for help or
advice
Contributed in class discussions
Created a weekly study schedule to aid time
management
Organised a space at home to study
effectively and store school work
Identified distractions and thought about
how to remove them

Subject One

Subject Two

Subject Three
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